What set the British colonial empire aside from its rivals was not the quality of its sugar colonies but the involvement of the temperate colonies on the North American mainland. Unlike the slave colonies created to exploit staple exports, English emigrants to the northern mainland sought to establish independent settlement. These colonies lacked staple products and residents financed imports by exploited opportunities the empire provided providing for shipping and merchandising and compensating for the lack European market for the timber or temperate agricultural products by exporting to the sugar colonies which, in turn, concentrated on the export staple. The British Empire was unique and its development provided an important and growing diversified and relatively wealthy market for British manufactured goods that all other empires lacked. Although the mainland colonies financed their imports of British manufactured goods by intergrading into the slave-based British Atlantic, it seems likely that in the absence of opportunities in the slave colonies the mainland colonies would have imported similar amounts of British manufactured goods.
Slavery, the British Atlantic Economy and the Industrial Revolution
Modern economic growth first emerged in Britain at about the time of the cotton textile factories of Industrial Revolution. Urban industrialization and increasingly exportorientated industrialization occurred. Previously the British economy had already experienced economic growth, industrial diversification and export orientation. Trade with the Americas was central to this development and the slave colonies of the West Indies were key to Britain's American trade. Eric Williams' Capitalism and Slavery (1944) emphasized the central role that slavery played in developments leading up to the Industrial Revolution.
Americanization transformed Britain's trade in the eighteenth century. In 1700
Britain overwhelmingly exported woollen textiles to Europe. By the eve of the American Revolution (and the Industrial Revolution) the Americas surpassed Europe as a destination for manufactured exports. Probably even more important, exports to Europe remained overwhelmingly woollen textiles while those to the Americas were overwhelmingly other manufactured products. This diversification seems an important feature of eighteenth century growth leading to the Industrial Revolution.
The diversification of the British exports and consequently its economy rested heavily on the Atlantic economy which depended on the slave-based sugar colonies of the Caribbean. However, it is impossible to attribute Britain's success as the first European economy to experience modern economic growth to a unique position in the sugar colonies. Britain's colonies were less productive than those of its rivals. In fact, prosperity of the British Caribbean depended on mercantile protection that prevented the sale of cheaper French sugar in British markets. In effect, British consumers subsidized British slave plantations, hardly a recipe for differential advancement. Nonetheless, Atlantic trade had differential impact on Britain. What set the British colonial empire apart from those of its rivals was the involvement of the temperate colonies on the North American mainland. The slave colonies had come into being because they presented opportunities of exceptional profits to those who could mobilize labour and capital to exploit their staple exports. In contrast, the northern colonies were settled by English emigrants whose primary objective was to establish independent settlement. The resulting colonies of in New England and on the middle Atlantic coast did not posses staple products that could be sold at profit in Europe. Instead, their residents exploited the opportunities the eighteenth century British Atlantic Empire as a whole provided. They became important providers of maritime services in the form of shipping and merchandising. In addition, while there was no significant European market for the timber or temperate agricultural products of the region because transportation costs were too high, the profitability of sugar in the West Indies provided incentives to concentrate resources there on the production of the export staple. The northern mainland colonies' economies evolved in such a way that the residents' purchases of European products were financed by the sale of services, timber and foodstuffs to the West Indies. In this regard, the British Empire was unique and its development provided a growing diversified and relatively wealthy market for British manufactured goods that other empires lacked.
The question that Williams' work emphasized was to what extent did the British export economy based on West Indian slavery contribute to the coming of the Industrial Revolution? Williams' own answer that the profits from the slave trade were crucial to the Industrial Revolution has not stood up to critical evaluation. Nonetheless, modern speculations regarding endogenous growth frequently plausibly postulate that manufacturing, urbanization, and a powerful merchant class all have favourable impact for growth and have found statistical support for these propositions. The British Atlantic economy of the eighteenth century enhanced manufacturing, urbanization and the mercantile class.
Globalization, the Americas and slavery
The Industrial Revolution capped economic change in the eighteenth century.
Prior to the last decades of the century, however, expanding international trade led Britain's economic dynamics. Expansion of trade, in turn, was firmly situated in a world of mercantilism and colonial rivalry. The rivalry among European states arose from early modern state-building and took many forms. Importantly, the state-building process occurred in a time of globalization and marked the early stage of a two century-long European political and economic dominance of world affairs. As Eric Williams pointed out as a young scholar, incorporation of the Americas into the dominant Eurasian economy was central to the process. From a Eurasian perspective the Americas that Columbus's voyages brought into contact with the old world were regions of land abundance and labour scarcity (reinforced, of course, by the catastrophic demographic consequences of contact on indigenous American populations). It is now commonplace to point out that if an elite is going to extract a surplus from land abundance slavery rather than free labour is almost certainly involved.
Eric Williams' documentation of this process in the West Indies highlighted key relationships among staple extraction, the slave trade from Africa and British eighteenth century prosperity. Relationships between the British sugar colonies in the West Indies and the Industrial Revolution in Britain were central Williams' work but in considering Williams' seminal book, I think it is misleading to overemphasize the famous phrase in the forward that his book "is strictly an economic study of the role of Negro slavery and the slave trade in providing the capital which financed the Industrial Revolution in England" (the basis of the literature on the 'Williams' thesis'). The book is more about the political economy of the relationship between British economic policy and the interests of West Indian planters and traders (including slave traders) and how the relationship changed over time. It is worth quoting the rest of the famous sentence partially quoted above: "and of mature capitalism in destroying the slave system."
By the mid-seventeenth century northern European perception of the gains that could be extracted from the New World had come to focus on the profits of sugar cultivation in the West Indies. To be sure, the great early source of American gain, the silver (and to a lesser extent gold) deposits, remained important but they were firmly in the hands of the Spanish and to a lesser extent the Portuguese and new deposits elsewhere did not appear to be forthcoming. In the seventeenth century, the Portuguese transferred sugar cultivation from their Atlantic island possessions to the New World. The potential for sugar seemed nearly unlimited in Brazil and the Caribbean but its exploitation required labour and capital. Capital and capitalists (the elite) were able to dominate sugar production not only because they received imperial support but more fundamentally because successful exploitation of the sugar's potential required partial refining of the cane immediately it was cut. Initial refining required fixed capital and there were significant economies of scale in processing. As Williams emphasized, the cheapest (but not only) labour supply came from the African slave trade (already tapped by the Portuguese in the Atlantic Islands). Thus the infamous triangular trade emerged.
European powers engaged in intense political rivalry over control and exploitation of the sugar islands. In addition to military confrontation, mercantile legislation attempted to channel surpluses from the expansion of sugar production to the home country. Thus the colonies were required to export and import solely from the home imperial power. The imperial power controlled the slave trade, the sale of the staple and monopolized profits from the sale of European goods in the colonies.
As Williams emphasized, the British sugar plantations, first in Barbados and then in the other islands (Davis, 1973, Chapter 15 ) created vested interests in Britain. Some planters became very wealthy from the trade, particularly in the era of expansion in the late seventeenth century. Shipping interests in London, Bristol and eventually Liverpool invested heavily in trading links to Africa and the middle passage that transported slaves to the West Indies. In addition, sugar refiners and suppliers of export goods benefited from the trade. In the late seventeenth century the British islands led sugar development.
They not only supplied the rapidly growing British market for sugar but also provided the basis of a substantial re-export trade to the rest of Europe. That changed, however, in the early eighteenth century after the French gained control of Saint Dominique (today's Haiti). By the end of the 1720s Britain's re-export trade in sugar had disappeared (Davis, 1962, p. 294) . High differential tariffs on sugar preserved the large British market (Davis, 1973, p.255 notes that the British consumed a third of all the sugar imported into Europe in the eighteenth century).
As the English islands lost their comparative advantage in sugar production to the larger islands, the prosperity of the vested West Indian interest, resting as it did on protective tariffs that kept British sugar prices substantially higher that prices elsewhere in Europe depended on its political position. The extent of the sugar interests, reaching from the planters to the ports and into the manufacturing districts, combined with wealthy planters' ability to purchase seats in the unreformed House of Commons, preserved the interests and supported slavery in the islands through the eighteenth century.
Williams argued that this protected West Indian vested-interest found its position becoming unsustainable as the eighteenth century ended. The loss of the mainland American colonies created problems of supply to the islands. The extent of subsidy that British consumers were providing to support a special interest became increasingly obvious. The climate of public opinion was moving away from mercantile policy and the support of special interests. The 'old corruption' that supported the political position of the West Indian interest was increasingly under attack. As the Industrial Revolution proceeded, the main focus of economic attention shifted to the new industries created by Britain's technological prominence. These industries looked not for protection but for an opening of export markets. As the political economy shifted, the West Indian interest became vulnerable to their opponents. The slave trade was abolished in 1807 and slavery eventually abolished in 1833. In Williams' narrative the key to these changes was not the moral case against slavery and slave produced products -the British were still happy to purchase slave produced cotton from the American South -but the West Indian interest's loss of economic and political influence.
Historical importance of slavery
None of the preceding narrative should be taken, however, to negate the importance of slavery and the slave trade in the evolution of the British economy in the eighteenth century. Over the century Britain became more industrial and exports made major contributions to that industrialization. Exports to America played a particularly important role, not only in the growth of trade but in the development of export trades in manufactured goods. Some basic statistics, presented in Figure 1 and Expansion of the slave economies drove the transformation but there was another important dimension. The mainland colonies of America played a major role. The trade of the mainland colonies, however, was hardly independent since it depended on the colonists' own triangular trade with the staple colonies. Table 1 This model provides a good framework to emphasize the earlier history of the staple colonies. Prior to Columbus, the European economy was constrained by its internal raw material supply. Thus the equilibrium was at R 0 , M 0 and P 0 in Figure 3 . The high price of raw materials in this economy relative to supply opportunities in the colonies generated colonial profits and induced slave imports. The ensuing fall in raw material prices induced expansion of manufacturing. Eventually, the economy attained its postColumbus equilibrium at R*, M*, S* and P*. (Table 2) demonstrates the importance of the elastic demand in the imperial economy to the northern colonies. Exports to Britain were small (less than 10% of estimated foreign exchange receipts). Exports of temperate staples to the West Indies were important, providing about a third of receipts. These exports supported the islands' specialization in staple production and without them the islands would have found these temperate commodities much more expensive. Importantly, nearly forty percent of the Northern mainland colonies' receipts came from shipping and mercantile services. These services characterized the Malthusian economies that expanded exports into a large market where, as a small supplier in a large market, they faced an almost infinitely elastic demand. One starting point is to ask did Britain benefit from slave-based empire more than its European rivals. Here scepticism seems appropriate. To be sure the English sugar colonies enjoyed a period of impressive expansion and prosperity in the late seventeenth century, but the eighteenth century picture was much more mixed. Britain's staple colonies were not particularly dominant (Inikori, 2002, p. 181) . economies of northern mainland America. The principal growing markets for diversified manufactured exports from Britain were not the slave-based staple colonies but rather the northern mainland. These colonies' population growth was almost entirely internal (New
England received no immigration between the Great Migration prior to the English Civil
War and the Irish Famine in the 1840s and was a centre of emigration within America).
The demand for manufactured goods was generated by this growing population that remained relatively prosperous in the absence of a binding land constraint. They did, to be sure, satisfy their import demands by trading within the slave-staple dominated British Atlantic trading network. Nonetheless, it was not the staple economies but the presence of these rapidly growing Malthusian colonies that distinguished the British Empire from its rivals.
As Findlay and O'Rourke comment (2007, p. 339) questions like how important
were the slave-staple economies in the growth and diversification of British exports invite counter-factual thought experiments. To what extent would the growth of manufactured imports into the northern mainland colonies been curtailed without the slave colonies? Of course such questions cannot be fully answered but they need to be considered if we are to understand the dynamics of economic change. In this context it is perhaps useful to consider Figure 4 above again. Certainly we can be confident that an absence of the slave colonies would have constrained the supply of foreign exchange to the northern colonies (shifted the curve to the left). It is possible, however, that it would have had no effect on the equilibrium. We all agree that the dynamic questions are the ones in which we are interested.
Unfortunately, we lack clear understanding of the dynamics of economic growth even in current economies much less in the transition to modern economic growth. We are trying to tease it from the historical record. In that task, it is important to try to "bring...to a certainty, which before floated in the mind indefinitely."
Rather strangely, Findlay and O'Rourke commend (two pages on ) the general equilibrium model in Findlay (1990) as a tool to construct counter-factual thought experiments consider the dynamic issues of trade and British growth. The Findlay model is a useful device to conceptualize the relationships in the British Atlantic economy in the period of old imperialism and I have already used if for that purpose. However, it can hardly be taken seriously as providing reliable orders of magnitude of various influences.
The model is quite straight forward. There are three sectors. Britain (or Europe) produces manufactured goods with domestic labour, mobile capital and requires a fixed amount of raw materials per unit of output. America produces raw materials using slaves and land.
Africa produces slaves at an increasing marginal cost. Capital can be used to produce manufactured goods or to own slaves. An equality of the return on capital in various uses is part of the equilibrium of the system. Now in this system, manufacturing depends on the supply of slaves. No manufacturing output is possible without raw materials and raw materials are only produced in America and require slaves (in terms of the use I made of the model earlier, before the discovery the Americas everything would be at the origin except the price of raw materials). Useful as this model is in conceptualizing the relationships involved in the Atlantic economy, at least in a comparative static way, it is unconvincing as a guide to assessing the contributions of various factors to British growth over all or the growth of British manufacturing. In passing, I should note that it is a comparative static model and suffers from the limitations already discussed regarding explaining growth.
Of course, Findlay and O'Rourke are correct that comparative statics exercises have very limited leverage when it comes to explaining long-run economic growth.
Unfortunately, however, we lack any convincing models of the process of economic growth but there are a range of ideas that provide background for such a model. One aspect of exploring these ideas is the construction of endogenous growth models. A second is careful examination of the historical record (see Harley, 2003) . There is general agreement that technological change lies behind historical economic growth and that the creation of knowledge and technology much be seen as a part of the economy, i.e.
endogenous. Furthermore, knowledge is a 'good' in which market failure is pervasive because it is characterized by externalities and non-exclusivity. This suggests that we should attempt to identify the historical workings of purposeful knowledge creation and the externalities that it involves. Such ideas suggest that the process of technological change is path dependent.
My colleague, Bob Allen (2011) has recently argued that the classical Industrial
Revolution in Britain at the end of the eighteenth century arose from a process of industrial research and development that was directed by high wages and cheap energy (compared to other economies) that prevailed in Britain in the eighteenth century. This gave British entrepreneurs and capitalists incentives to search for manufacturing techniques that substituted fuel and capital for labour and their efforts were eventually fruitful. This search in turn created knowledge externalities that further enhanced the process of technological change.
This view of the Industrial Revolution has the somewhat uncomfortable feature of suggesting that Britain got rich because it was already rich, thus pushing the basic question farther into history. Allen's view, however, is consistent with other work on the emergence of modern economic growth (e.g. Crafts and Harley (1994) , van Zanden (2010), Leigh Shaw Taylor et al (2011)) that suggests that understanding of the process needs to extend far earlier than the classical Industrial Revolution. Allen has investigated data on long-run growth in Europe (Allen, 2003) and concluded that Britain's growth emerged from commerce and the urbanization that it generated from the early sixteenth century. Urbanization created incentives and externalities that led to productivity growth.
In his view, urbanization played a key role in stimulating technological change both the agricultural and the non-agricultural sectors of the economy. This technological advance created the high-wage, coal-using economy that lay behind the Industrial Revolution. The expansions of trade to the Americas fits into this schema in a general sense although
Allen concludes that it occurred too late to have been the trigger that initiated the process of divergence. On the impact of empire he concludes (p. 431):
[T]he empire established in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries also contributed to growth. The greatest impact was on city size. Over half of England's urban expansion is attributed to empire in these simulations."
The view that urbanization and industrialization provided both incentives and externalities that contributed crucially to Britain's economic growth is extremely attractive even if Allen's simulations -based on quite simple regression -are not powerful enough evidence to be conclusive. As I have discussed above, there is no question that the slave-based British Atlantic Empire contributed strongly to both the rise of Britain's port cities and to the expansion of industrial activity. However, by the late seventeenth century the bulk of the trade-based stimulus to industrialization came not from the slave economies but from the northern Malthusian economies.
Of course, the Industrial Revolution was crucially about cotton (Findlay and O'Rourke, p. 320 comment: "Rostow's original characterization of cotton textiles as the leading sector of the British Industrial Revolution appears to have been well-founded").
Cotton, of course, depended on a slave-produced raw material. As such it seems to be the stimulus for Findlay's model that I have already discussed more than once. There are,
however, several problems in building an argument on the importance of slavery for the emergence of modern economic growth on the British cotton textile industry.
The first, and most obvious, is that the cotton industry emerged too late. A cotton industry existed in Britain from at least the late seventeenth century. However, it was a small industry, initially at least, dependent on protection from competition from imports The second key element in thinking about the impact of the absence of slavery on British trade is the elasticity of the American demand curve and the extent to which it moved over time. First, the growth of population in the Northern colonies was largely independent of trading opportunities. Between 1700 and 1780 the population of New England increased from just over 90 thousands to over 700 thousand and that of the middle colonies from just over 50 thousand to over 700 thousand (McCusker and Menard, p. 103 and 203) . It seems unlikely that these numbers would have been much different in the face of reduced export markets. New England's population grew exclusively on its natural increase and even lost population to migration to other colonies.
The attraction of the middle colonies consisted of good agricultural lands at very low prices. Imports made up only a small part of the colonies' yeoman farmers' consumption.
It is likely also that the demand for European goods was relatively price inelastic. If this were true, British sales to the mainland colonies of North America would have been only modestly decreased if the sugar colonies had never existed. 
Conclusion: Slavery, the British Atlantic and the Industrial Revolution

